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Abstract—The Ethereum blockchain is the operational backbone of major decentralized finance platforms. As such, it is
expected to be exceptionally reliable. In this paper, we present
C HAOS ETH, a chaos engineering tool for resilience assessment of
Ethereum clients. C HAOS ETH operates in the following manner:
First, it monitors Ethereum clients to determine their normal
behavior. Then, it injects system call invocation errors into the
Ethereum clients and observes the resulting behavior under perturbation. Finally, C HAOS ETH compares the behavior recorded
before, during, and after perturbation to assess the impact of
the injected system call invocation errors. The experiments are
performed on the two most popular Ethereum client implementations: GoEthereum and OpenEthereum. We experiment with 22
different types of system call invocation errors. We assess their
impact on the Ethereum clients with respect to 15 applicationlevel metrics. Our results reveal a broad spectrum of resilience
characteristics of Ethereum clients in the presence of system call
invocation errors, ranging from direct crashes to full resilience.
The experiments clearly demonstrate the feasibility of applying
chaos engineering principles to blockchains.
Index Terms—chaos engineering, Ethereum, fault injection,
resilience benchmarking

I. I NTRODUCTION
Starting from the bitcoin system [39], blockchain techniques
have drawn much attention because of their strong trustfulness
and reliability characteristics [15], [49]. Ethereum is one of
the most popular blockchain platforms [17] that supports both
cryptocurrencies and decentralized finance [54]. In order to
join the Ethereum distributed network, participants run an
Ethereum client in their local environment. Then, the network
is composed by all clients interacting together. There are
multiple implementations of Ethereum clients [13], written in
different languages, all implementing the same specification
and protocol [55].
As a decentralized system, the resilience of the whole
Ethereum network results from the resilience of each participating Ethereum client. It is essential to test and improve
the resilience of Ethereum client implementations. Ethereum
clients indeed have many reasons for sometimes malfunctioning such as operating system overload, memory errors,
network partition, etc. While research on error-handling, resilience analysis and fault-injection is abundant [40], [57],
there is little work on assessing the resilience of blockchain
clients and Ethereum.
Chaos engineering is a novel methodology to assess and to
improve the error-handling mechanisms of software systems
[14]. To perform chaos engineering, developers actively inject
failures in the system in production, in a controlled manner.
The developers can then compare the behavior observed during

fault injection with the system’s steady state, which reflects
its normal behavior [41]. Similar behavior indicate resilience
to the inject faults, while discrepancies between both behavior
indicate resilience issues. In the context of an Ethereum client,
no one can test offline all the problems that an Ethereum
client will meet after it is deployed in production. The main
reason is that it is impossible to reproduce the actual Ethereum
blockchain evolution at scale. Chaos engineering is fit to
address this challenge, as it triggers an Ethereum client’s errorhandling code while the client is executing in a full-fledged
production environment. The chaos engineering perturbations
are done in production, while the Ethereum client participating
in the blockchain consensus and validation process. Thus,
chaos engineering also contributes to analyzing the systemic
resilience of the distributed consensus.
In this paper, we present the design and implementation of
a novel chaos engineering methodology called C HAOS ETH.
C HAOS ETH intercepts an Ethereum client’s system call invocations, actively injects error codes for these system call
invocations, and produces a resilience report directly from
production. C HAOS ETH is applicable to any Ethereum client,
regardless of the programming language used. The resilience
assessment is based on advanced monitoring that captures the
steady state of an Ethereum client. As a result, C HAOS ETH
is able to identify resilience strengths and weaknesses in
Ethereum clients.
C HAOS ETH is evaluated by conducting chaos engineering experiments on GoEthereum v1.10.8 and OpenEthereum
v3.3.0-rc.8. During the experiments, C HAOS ETH perturbs
GoEthereum and OpenEthereum while they interact with other
Ethereum nodes all over the world. The results show that
1) C HAOS ETH successfully conducts chaos engineering experiments using different error models, and 2) C HAOS ETH
successfully identifies different degrees of resilience with
respect to system call invocation errors in both clients. We also
present an original resilience benchmarking using 5 common
error models for a sound comparison of their resilience.
To the best of our knowledge, there is little research work
done on the reliability of blockchain systems [31]. Particularly,
no previous work has been done to research how chaos
engineering can help evaluate the resilience of blockchain
clients.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:
• A novel methodology to perform chaos engineering on
Ethereum clients for resilience assessment. To our knowledge, we are the first to explore chaos engineering for
blockchain systems. This assessment is done directly in

production to avoid biases from unrealistic fault injection
environments. The methodology is fully implemented in
a tool called C HAOS ETH.
• An empirical evaluation of the resilience of GoEthereum
v1.10.8 and OpenEthereum v3.3.0-rc.8 in production,
with respect to realistic error models at the system
call level. The chaos engineering experiments highlight
strengths (including resilience) and weaknesses (including crashes) for both clients, which are valuable for the
Ethereum community.
• An empirical and sound resilience benchmarking of
GoEthereum versus OpenEthereum with respect to 5
common error models. We compare the differences of
error handling capabilities between these clients against
the same system call invocation errors, and show that no
client is consistently more resilient.
• An implementation of C HAOS ETH that supports full
error injection for system call invocations in an Ethereum
client. The system is publicly available for future research (https://github.com/KTH/royal-chaos/tree/master/
chaoseth).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces the background knowledge of blockchain techniques
and chaos engineering. Section III and Section IV present the
design and evaluation of C HAOS ETH. Section V discusses the
threats to validity, experimental costs, and the applicability of
C HAOS ETH to other Ethereum clients. Section VI presents
the related work, and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Blockchain Technologies
Blockchain is the core technology behind the success of
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin [39]. Blockchain is a decentralized distributed ledger for recording information [56].
The information is saved in a sequence of “blocks” which
are shared by all of the participants on a blockchain network.
There are several key characteristics of a blockchain system:
1) the blocks are connected one-by-one like a chain, 2) the
chain is only appendable which means that no one can edit
the existing blocks in a blockchain, and 3) when a new block
is added into the blockchain, the majority of participants on
the network need to validate and confirm the block following
a consensus algorithm.
In this work, we focus on Ethereum [55], an open-source
blockchain system that supports the execution of smart contracts. A smart contract is a program that is persisted in the
Ethereum blockchain, and is executable by every user on
the Ethereum network. Smart contracts enable Ethereum to
support the transactions of the ETH cryptocurrency, as well
as to support so-called decentralized finance [5]. Ethereum
smart contracts are executable programs written in a specific
bytecode, executed by the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).
There exist different Ethereum clients that implement an
EVM in different programming languages. As introduced in
Ethereum’s official documentation [18], an Ethereum client is

an implementation of Ethereum that verifies the blocks and
shares them with other peers over the Internet according to
the protocols defined in the Ethereum Yellow Paper [55]. The
host that runs an Ethereum client is defined as a “node”.

B. Chaos Engineering
Chaos engineering is a methodology that helps developers
learn about error-handling capabilities by actively triggering
failures in production [1]. For example, Netflix invented
ChaosMonkey, which randomly shuts down servers in production to verify that the whole system is able to recover from
such a failure scenario [14]. Chaos engineering is a unique
complement to other software reliability techniques because it
is done after a system is deployed in production, where the
running environment is not as controlled as during testing or
staging [58].
The application of chaos engineering is based on a series of
steps [41]. First, the target system’s steady state needs to be
defined. The steady state is a set of observable metrics which
characterize the system’s normal behavior. For instance, the
number of video streams opened by users per second could
be used as a steady state metric for a streaming application
[14]. After defining the steady state, developers set hypotheses
that describe the expected behavior of the target system during
a chaos engineering experiment. In this context, a chaos
engineering experiment is an execution period during which
failures are injected into the target system. If a hypothesis
holds, it means that the target system behaves as expected
when a certain failure happens in production and developers
gain more confidence in the system’s resilience capabilities.
Otherwise, if the hypothesis is falsified, actions need to be
taken based on the knowledge learned from the chaos engineering experiment. Finally, as the experiment is performed
in production environments, developers have to limit the side
effects on user experience caused by the experiment, this is
also called “blast radius control”. For example, developers
could utilize containerization techniques to isolate the chaos
engineering experiment targets [43].
As many failure types exist, chaos engineering can be done
at different levels accordingly. For example, the injected faults
may be bit-flip errors at the hardware level, timeouts at the
network level, and Java exceptions at the application level.
In this paper, we specifically focus on chaos engineering at
the system call level, which will be further elaborated in
Section III. A system call is a bridge between an application
and the kernel of an operating system [48]. System calls have
been shown to be valuable for capturing important information
about the behavior of programs [25]. When an application
needs to control some operating system resource such as
an I/O device, it has to interact with the kernel via system
call invocations. When a system call invocation succeeds, the
kernel returns the resource to the application. Otherwise, the
invocation returns an error code which indicates an error on
the kernel side.
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Fig. 1: The components of C HAOS ETH

III. D ESIGN OF C HAOS ETH
C HAOS ETH assesses an Ethereum client’s resilience within
a real production environment. This section introduces the
motivation behind C HAOS ETH, as well as its design and
implementation as follows.
A. Motivation
Regardless of how an Ethereum client is deployed, it has
to be executed on top of an operating system. The operating
system is responsible for providing the Ethereum client access
to critical resources such as network and storage, and it does
so by means of system calls. For example, during a short
1-minute observation period of the GoEthereum client, we
observed more than one million system calls (1, 128, 215) that
cover 36 different types such as read and write. Although
the client is behaving normally, the system call invocations are
not all successful: 14, 640 system call invocations fail during
the observation with 9 different kinds of error codes within the
same minute-long observation period. The fact that all those
natural errors do not crash the client shows that GoEthereum
is equipped with error-handling mechanisms. GoEthereum can
stay up and running even if some of the system call invocations
fail.
As a rule of thumb, both developers and users of Ethereum
clients seek robustness. C HAOS ETH is meant to help them to
better understand and potentially improve this robustness.
B. Requirements
In order to achieve the goal of assessing the resilience
of Ethereum clients, the core requirements of C HAOS ETH
include: 1) finding resilience problems related to production
environments, hence C HAOS ETH should work on deployed
clients, 2) finding resilience problems related to real data,
hence C HAOS ETH should operate with the real Ethereum
blockchain, and 3) being applicable to different implementations of Ethereum so that benchmarking [36] can be conducted, for the community to identify the most robust clients.

C. Overview
Based on the requirements mentioned in the previous section, we design C HAOS ETH as follows. C HAOS ETH actively
injects errors at the level of system call invocations to trigger different kinds of application-level errors. Fault injection
happens in production, while the Ethereum client is interacting
with other Ethereum nodes. As a key property, C HAOS ETH is
independent of the programming language used by the client
and thus allow comparison.
C HAOS ETH is designed with three components, and produces one resilience report, as summarized in Figure 1.
Ethereum is a distributed network with many nodes running together and achieving consensus on the blockchain.
C HAOS ETH operates on one single node (signified by the
column titled Ethereum Node in Figure 1). In this specific
Ethereum node, C HAOS ETH is attached to the client process during its execution. The steady state analyzer collects
monitoring metrics and infers the system’s steady state. We
present this in more detail in Section III-D1. The system
call error injector injects different error codes into system
call invocations in a controlled manner, see Section III-D2.
With the help of the orchestrator, introduced in Section III-D3,
C HAOS ETH systematically conducts chaos engineering experiments. Finally, C HAOS ETH produces a resilience report with
respect to system call errors for developers. We discuss the
resilience report in Section III-D4.
D. Components of C HAOS ETH
In this section, we present the concrete design and implementation of C HAOS ETH.
1) Steady State Analyzer: As introduced in Section II-B,
defining the steady state of the Ethereum client under study is
essential for a chaos engineering experiment. The steady state
analyzer collects resilience-related metrics directly from the
monitoring component provided by an Ethereum client. This
is because an Ethereum client is usually designed to have a
certain level of observability. For instance, the latest version of
the GoEthereum client exposes more than 500 different metrics
that describe the runtime status of the client. C HAOS ETH
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Fig. 2: Steady state inference via comparison of Cumulative Probability Functions of known_announcements and
known_broadcasts metrics.

reuses these pre-existing mechanisms, thereby also avoiding
extra monitoring overhead.
Developers can configure C HAOS ETH by selecting an appropriate subset of these metrics for steady state inference. The
principle behind selecting metrics is that a system call invocation error should have an impact on the metric. For instance,
the number of connected peers is a good metric because if
a system call invocation that is related to network operations
returns an error, the client might drop the connection with
its peer. On the contrary, the highest block number is not an
ideal metric for steady state inference because this metric is
determined by the whole blockchain network instead of the
client itself.
For all metrics, the monitoring is done per ‘monitoring
interval’, which is a period of time during which data is
collected and persisted. The monitoring interval is set by
developers based on their requirements. The actual value of a
monitoring interval is an engineering trade-off for developers
between overhead and precision [59]. A shorter monitoring
interval may produce a better picture of the steady state, but
also means a larger amount of monitoring data and a higher
monitoring overhead.
Regarding the steady state inference task, the analyzer
calculates the probability distribution of the values of each
metric and uses all the distributions to describe the steady
state from different perspectives. The distribution is computed
over a ‘monitoring epoch’. A monitoring epoch is defined as a
sequence of contiguous monitoring intervals. If the client runs
normally, the longer a monitoring epoch is used for steady
state inference, the more accurate the results are. For example,
if the monitoring epoch is 3600 seconds and the monitoring
interval is 15 seconds, the analyzer uses 3600/15 = 240 data
points for each metric to analyze its steady state. Figure 2
depicts how monitoring epochs are compared for steady state
inference via probability distributions. Sub-figures (a) and (b)
show matching and non-matching probability distributions,
indicating that the analyzed metrics are respectively steady
and non-steady.
After inferring the client’s steady state, C HAOS ETH can
conduct chaos engineering experiments, where the core idea is
to compare the state under error injection against the reference

steady state.
2) System Call Error Injector: In order to conduct chaos
engineering experiments, we need to inject chaos. In this
paper, we focus on system call errors and use a system call
error injector accordingly. When the injector is activated, it
listens to system call invocation events, and it replaces the
original return code with an error code. In C HAOS ETH, the
error injector uses an error injection model to describe its
injection strategy. The error injection model is a triple (s,
e, r) that states that the system call s is injected with error
code e under the error rate r∈ [0, 1]. The error rate is a
likelihood that describes the probability of replacing the return
code by error code e when system call s is invoked during an
experiment. For example, an error injection model (read,
EAGAIN, 0.5) means that every time a read system call
is invoked, there is a 50% probability that a successful return
code is replaced with error code EAGAIN, which represents
that the resource being read is temporarily unavailable [47].
Considering that there are more than 300 unique types of
system calls and over 100 error codes in a modern Linux operating system [47], it is impractical to explore the combination
of all error models in our chaos engineering experiments. In
order to maintain high efficiency, C HAOS ETH only focuses
on realistic error models, per previous work [59]. A realistic
error model means that the actual error s, e in this model
naturally happens in the production environment. But the
original invocation error ratio may be very low because some
errors rarely happen in a normal execution. In C HAOS ETH, we
consider realistic error models which preserve system call type
and error code as observed in the field, but with an increased
error rate r, compared to what is observed in production.
Thanks to its system call error injector, C HAOS ETH, can
perform fine-grained chaos engineering experiments. There is
flexibility of choosing which type of system call to perturb,
what error scenario to simulate, and how severe the error
scenario is, per developer preference. The higher the error rate
in an error injection model, the more frequently such errors
are injected into the target client, which means that the client
is subject to a higher resilience pressure.
3) Experiment Orchestrator: The experiment orchestrator
communicates with the previous two components to conduct
chaos engineering experiments. The orchestrator attaches the
steady state analyzer and the system call error injector to the
kernel before the Ethereum client starts. Then it activates the
error injector according to the experiment configuration. An
experiment configuration defines the duration of an experiment, and the corresponding error injection model to be used.
The orchestrator divides each chaos engineering experiment
into five phases: 1) the warm-up phase, 2) the pre-checking
phase, 3) the error injection phase, 4) the recovery phase, and
5) the validation phase. During the warm-up phase, nothing
needs to be done by C HAOS ETH. The target client is running
to reach its steady state naturally. During the pre-checking
phase, only the steady state analyzer is activated to monitor the
client and to check if the client has already reached its steady
state. During the error injection phase, both the steady state

analyzer and the error injector are turned on so that system
call invocation errors are injected according to the given error
injection model. After the error injection phase is done, the
orchestrator gives the target client time to recover. After this
recovery phase, the validation phase takes place during which
the orchestrator monitors the client’s state again. The observed
behavior during this validation phase is compared with the
previously inferred steady state using the Mann–Whitney U
test. If the target client fails to recover back to its steady state
after the validation phase, it means that the injected errors have
caused an adverse side effect on the client. This can signify
to the developers that the client’s error handling mechanisms
may have failed with respect to the injected error.
4) Chaos Engineering Hypotheses: After a chaos engineering experiment, the orchestrator analyzes the client’s behavior
during the experiment and generates a resilience report for
developers. The report presents to what extent the implementation of the Ethereum client under evaluation is resilient to
the injected system call invocation errors. As introduced in
Section II-B, the client’s resilience is assessed by validating
chaos engineering hypotheses. C HAOS ETH concerns two hypotheses about how a client reacts when errors are injected
using one specific error model.
a) Non-Crash hypothesis (HN ): The non-crash resilience hypothesis holds if the injected system call invocation
errors do not crash the Ethereum client and the process remains
alive.
b) Observability hypothesis (HO ): The observability hypothesis for a metric m holds if m is influenced by error
injections according to an error model.
c) Recovery hypothesis (HR ): The recovery hypothesis
is valid if the client is able to recover to its steady state after
stopping the injection of system call invocation errors.
For example, let us assume that the system call error
injector follows the error model (read, EAGAIN, 0.5)
to conduct the experiment. The target client does not crash
during fault injection. However, a metric that records the rate
of read operations drops significantly during fault injection.
Furthermore, the client is able to reach its steady state again
after the experiment stops. In this case, C HAOS ETH reports
that all of the three hypotheses HN , HO and HR are validated,
meaning that the target client is resilient to the error model
(read, EAGAIN, 0.5). By validating or falsifying the
hypotheses above, developers learn more about the Ethereum
client’s resilience with respect to different types of system
call invocation errors. Such information is also helpful for
developers in prioritizing their work on improving the client’s
error handling capabilities.
In a resilience report, the best case scenario for developers is
that all the three hypotheses are validated. This shows that the
client is fully resilient with respect to the error injection model.
Such cases bring confidence to the developers that the client
behaves correctly even when a specific error happens. On the
contrary, the worst case scenario is that all the hypotheses are
falsified. The target client crashes directly and does not restart
automatically when an error is injected. The worst case should

be given the highest priority by developers, as it causes the
most harmful impact on the client.
5) Implementation: The system call monitor and system
call error injector are reused from a tool called Phoebe, which
is a fault injection framework for system call invocation errors
[59]. The monitor and injector are implemented with the help
of the eBPF module (extended Berkeley Packet Filter) which is
a Linux kernel module for monitoring [46]. More specifically,
the monitor and error injector register their BPF programs to
the sys_enter and sys_exit events. When there is an
error that needs to be injected, the error injector calls the
BPF helper function bpf_override_return to replace
the original return code with the error code. The experiment
orchestrator is implemented in Python. The source code of
C HAOS ETH is publicly-available at https://github.com/KTH/
royal-chaos/tree/master/chaoseth.
IV. E XPERIMENTATION
A. Overview
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of C HAOS ETH, we
propose the following three research questions.
• RQ1: What is the feasibility of steady state characterization with C HAOS ETH for Ethereum clients?
• RQ2: What are C HAOS ETH’s resilience properties actually verified in the Ethereum clients under study?
• RQ3: What are the resilience differences among the
considered Ethereum clients with respect to system call
errors?
All of the research questions are answered quantitatively by conducting experiments on the selected Ethereum
client implementations. The selected Ethereum clients include
GoEthereum v1.10.8 and OpenEthereum v3.3.0-rc.8 which
will be presented in Section IV-B. We present the following
three categories of experiments: steady state analysis experiments to address RQ1, chaos engineering experiments to
address RQ2, and resilience benchmarking experiments to
address RQ3. These will be described in detail in Section IV-C.
Figure 3 gives an overall introduction to the input and output
of each experiment.
B. Selection of Ethereum Clients
To maximize the relevance and impact of our research, we
aim at selecting the most popular Ethereum clients. According
to the statistical information of Ethereum’s main network
published at ethernodes.org, to date, 62% of the clients
are GoEthereum, which is the official implementation of
Ethereum using the Go programming language. The second
most popular Ethereum client is openethereum, which is
implemented in Rust and accounts for 28% of all the clients.
The descriptive statistics of these three clients including the
number of commits, contributors, merged pull requests in
2021, the programming language, and the selected version
are presented in Table I. The last row in Table I records
the application-level metrics that are selected for steady state
analysis as introduced in Section III-D1.
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Fig. 3: Experimental Workflow
TABLE I: Description of The Selected Ethereum Clients
Description
Commits
Contributors
Merged PR in 2021
Language
Version
Lines of code

App-level observations

GoEthereum

OpenEthereum

12.9K
648
593
Go
v1.10.8
368.8K

12.2K
202
94
Rust
v3.3.0-rc.8
134.8K

connected peers
disk read
disk write
announcements
broadcasts
memory used
traffic ingress
traffic egress

connected peers
kvdb read
kvdb write
blocks received
blocks highest
cache size
blocks imported

C. Experiment Protocol
To assess the resilience of the two considered Ethereum
clients, we conduct three different categories of experiments:
steady state analysis experiments, chaos engineering experiments, both performed individually on each client; and resilience benchmarking experiments, performed collectively on
both of the clients.
1) Steady State Analysis Experiment: To answer RQ1, we
conduct a steady state analysis experiment on each client.
As introduced in Section II-B, characterizing an Ethereum
client’s steady state is a prerequisite for a chaos engineering
experiment. Conducting steady state analysis gives developers
a clear understanding of how the Ethereum client under
analysis behaves in a normal production environment.
The first row of Figure 3 illustrates our methodology to
model the steady state. Each Ethereum client (GoEthereum or
OpenEthereum), is started up using the recommended options
according to their documentation. The clients are started in

active synchronization mode, which consists in downloading
and verifying the blocks from other peers on the Internet.
After starting up the client, we wait for the client to finish
synchronizing the existing blocks with the peers first.
After a client reaches a synced state, the main job of
the client is to verify newly generated blocks and to share
all the blocks with other peers. From this point, the steady
state analyzer is attached to the client, with a monitoring
interval of 15 seconds and a monitoring epoch for steady state
inference of 5 hours, per our conceptual framework detailed in
Section III-D1. These values ensure that a sufficient number
of data points (5 × 60 × 60 ÷ 15 = 1200 points) are available
for each metric.
The output of a steady state analysis experiment is a set
of probability distributions related to the selected metrics in
Table I. This steady state will be used during the validation
phase in the subsequent chaos engineering experiment. In
order to check if the selected metrics are statistically stable, the
steady state analyzer monitors the client for two monitoring
epochs in total. The distribution of every metric per monitoring
epoch is compared with each other using the Mann Whitney
U test. The stable metrics are those whose distributions are
not statically different. They are selected for describing the
client’s steady state.
2) Chaos Engineering Experiment: To answer RQ2, we
conduct chaos engineering experiments on each client. During
a chaos engineering experiment, all of the components in
C HAOS ETH are activated. The system call error injector
intercepts a specific type of system call invocation and replaces
the successful return code with an error code.
To perform the chaos engineering experiment, the results
of the steady state analysis experiment are required because
the inferred steady state is used during the validation phase
as mentioned in Section III-D3. The duration of the warm-up

TABLE II: Steady State Analysis Experiment Results (The
colors blue and red in an evolution chart stand for the
data captured in the two different monitoring epochs. The
metrics that are struck out are excluded for further experiments
because of their instability.)
Client

Metric Name

Trend

p-value

GoEthereum

disk read
memory used
disk write
known announcements
known broadcasts
peer stats
traffic egress
traffic ingress

<
<
<
<
<
<

OpenEthereum

import blocks
kvdb write
sync highest
sync blocks received
blockchaincache size
kvdb read
peer stats

0.26
0.25
0.09
0.09
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01

0.03
0.10
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

phase is 2 hours. The last four phases of a chaos engineering
experiment in Figure 3 are set to 5 minutes for each phase.
3) Resilience Benchmarking Experiment: RQ3 is about
resilience benchmarking experiments, which aim at providing
insights for end-users who wish to choose a suitable Ethereum
client, based on resilience requirements. Our benchmarking experiments indicate which client has a better resilience against
some system call invocation errors. For a resilience benchmarking experiment, we define a single, common error model
for all of the target clients in order to have a sound comparison.
A common error model (s, e, rm ) is one error type (s,
e, rc ) that has been observed on each client in isolation.
The common error rate rm is defined as the maximum value
of rc . The last row in Figure 3 illustrates our procedure
for resilience benchmarking. Once both of the clients reach
their steady state, C HAOS ETH conducts chaos engineering
experiments using the common error model on each client.
A cross-comparison is made among each client’s resilience
report that is generated in the chaos engineering experiment.
For example, C HAOS ETH injects an ENOMEM (insufficient
memory) error into a read system call invocation. If client A
directly crashes while client B continues to run and conducts
retries after this error is injected, client B is more resilient
with respect to the injected type of errors.
D. Experiment Results
1) Steady State Analysis Experiment Results: We perform
a steady state analysis experiment on each selected Ethereum
client per the protocol of Section IV-C1. Every client is
observed for two monitoring epochs of 5 hours, amounting
to 10 hours in total. Within each epoch, the metrics of interest
are recorded and aggregated for every 15-second monitoring
interval.
In the case of GoEthereum, we consider 8 monitoring metrics, namely, the bytes read from and written into the disk disk_read, disk_write, the num-

ber of announced blocks known_announcements, the
number of broadcasted blocks known_broadcasts, the
memory used by the client memory_used, the average
number of connected peers peer_stats, the amount
of data shared on (egress) and coming from (ingress)
the network traffic_egress, traffic_ingress. For
OpenEthereum, we consider 7 monitoring metrics: the size
of the local cache blockchaincache_size, the number of imported blocks import_blocks, the total amount
of data read from and written to the key-value database
kvdb_read, kvdb_write, the number of connected peers
peer_stats, the highest number of all kinds of blocks
sync_highest, and the highest number of the received
blocks sync_blocks_received.

In Table II, we display the evolution of all the metrics
during the experiment. The first half of each evolution chart (in
blue) is based on the data gathered during the first monitoring
epoch. The second half of the chart (in red) is drawn based
on the data of the second monitoring epoch. The last column
indicates the p-values, with the Mann–Whitney U test, when
testing for the similarity between the two distributions. For
example, the first row in Table II shows that the read operations
made by the GoEthereum client regularly have spikes during
these two monitoring epochs. The comparison of these two
plots yields a p-value of 0.03. The null hypothesis set by the
Mann–Whitney U test is that the two samples under comparison are not statistically distinguishable: if the confidence
level is greater than 0.01, the null hypothesis is not rejected.
In other words, the test gives statistical guarantees about the
similarity between the evolution of metric disk_read the
two monitoring epochs. Another example that shows the null
hypothesis is rejected given the confidence level 0.01 is metric
blockchaincache_size in OpenEthereum client. From
Table II the line chart in the third-to-last row also visually
confirms that the metric does not evolve in the same way
during the two monitoring epochs. Considering the confidence
level of 0.01, some of the metrics are not stable enough to
describe a client’s steady state and thus are excluded for further
experiments. These metrics are struck out in Table II.

This steady state analysis experiment shows that not all
the monitoring metrics provided by an Ethereum client are
suitable to describe the client’s steady state in a statically
valid manner. Since the experiments are done in production,
there are several factors that could affect a metric’s stability.
First, the node itself is not always stable. For instance, there
exist other applications that take more resources of the node.
Second, the network of the infrastructure is not stable. It is
possible that the node encounters network scans or attacks
every now and then [17]. Lastly, the behaviors of peers are
different. For example, when the node randomly connects with
some new peers who have different characters, a metric might
be influenced.

Answer to RQ1
The results of steady state analysis experiments show that
C HAOS ETH is able to successfully identify monitoring
metrics that are stable in production. 2 out of 8 metrics in
GoEthereum, and 4 out of 7 metrics in OpenEthereum are
selected for describing the client’s steady state respectively
for further chaos engineering experiments and resilience
benchmarking experiments.
2) Chaos Engineering Experiment Results: During the experiment for RQ1, we also know that GoEthereum runs with
10 different types of system calls, accumulating more than
138 million invocations in a 10-hour production run (two
monitoring epochs). Interestingly, none of the types of system
call invocations has a 100% success rate in the experiments.
We perform chaos engineering by increasing the error rates of
those system calls in production. The error rate amplification
approach described in Section III-D2 and [59], produces 14
and 13 error models respectively for the GoEthereum client
and the OpenEthereum client, based on the clients’ behavior
during steady state analysis. For each error model, we make
a chaos engineering experiment (i.e. there is a one-to-one
mapping).
Table III describes the error models together with the chaos
engineering experiments of the selected clients. Every row
presents one error injection model, including the target system
call invocation signified by the column Syscall, the error code
to be injected signified by E.C., and the error rate signified
by E.R.. The last five columns record the corresponding
experiment result including the number of injected errors in
total (Inj.), and the results of whether the three hypotheses
(HN , HO , HR ) are verified or falsified with respect to a
metric. The metrics that fail the pre-check phase are excluded
in the table. If C HAOS ETH does not inject any error using
a specific error model due to the client does not invoke that
type of system call during the experiment, the corresponding
row is omitted in the table.
For the GoEthereum client, C HAOS ETH conducts 12 chaos
engineering experiments. The results show that 5 out of 10
error models crash the GoEthereum
client (the rows whose
√
HN column is marked with “ ”). For the other 7 error models,
2 of them have a visible effect on the monitoring
√ metrics (the
rows whose HO column is marked with “ ”). The results
also show that the client is resilient against one error model,
(read, EAGAIN, 0.597). In this case, the error rate is
0.597, and is obtained by amplifying the natural error rate by
0.496, per the Phoebe algorithm [59]. Resilience against this
error model means that a visible effect is observed during the
error injection phase, and the metric gets back to the steady
state when C HAOS ETH stops injecting errors.
Regarding the OpenEthereum client, there are 10 chaos
engineering experiments in total (second half of Table III).
The results show that only one error model, (read,
EAGAIN, 0.558), leads the OpenEthereum client to a
crash. Five error models cause a visible effect on at least

TABLE III: Chaos Engineering Experimental Results on the
Major Ethereum Clients
C

G

O

Syscall

E. C.

E. R.

Inj.

accept4
epoll ctl
epoll pwait

EAGAIN
EPERM
EINTR

0.6
0.171
0.05

476
147
3421

futex
futex
newfstatat

EAGAIN
ETIME.
ENOENT

0.05
0.05
0.24

14
2
6

read
read
recvfrom
write
write
write

EAGAIN
ECONN.
EAGAIN
EAGAIN
ECONN.
EPIPE

0.597
0.05
0.6
0.139
0.05
0.05

139
39
678
12
5
1

accept4

EAGAIN

0.6

93

futex
futex
ioctl

EAGAIN
ETIME.
ENOTTY

0.05
0.05
0.05

4
97
17211

read
readv

EAGAIN
EAGAIN

0.558
0.6

2687
52

recvfrom

EAGAIN

0.252

7402

recvfrom

ECONN.

0.05

1382

sendto

EAFNO.

0.05

763

sendto

EPIPE

0.05

202

Metric
memory used
memory used
disk read
memory used
disk read
memory used
memory used
memory used
memory used
import blocks
kvdb write
sync highest
kvdb write
sync highest
import blocks
kvdb write
sync highest
sync recieved
import blocks
kvdb write
sync highest
sync recieved
import blocks
kvdb write
sync highest
sync recieved
import blocks
kvdb write
sync highest
sync recieved
import blocks
kvdb write
sync highest
sync recieved
import blocks
kvdb write

HN
√
√
√
√
X
X
√
√
√
√
√
X
X
X
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
X
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

HO HR
X
X
X
X
-√
X
√

X
√

X
X
-

-

X
X
X
√

X
√

X
√
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
X
X
X
X
√
√

X
√
√
√
√
√
X
√
X
X

√
HN : ‘√’ if the injected errors crash the client, otherwise ‘X’.
HO : ‘√ ’ if the injected errors have visible effect on the metric, otherwise ‘X’.
HR : ‘ ’ if the metric matches its steady state during the validation phase, otherwise
‘X’.
If a hypothesis is left to be untested, it is marked as ‘-’.
There are two metrics selected for GoEthereum, namely disk read, and memory used. There are four metrics selected for OpenEthereum, namely kvdb write,
sync recieved, sync highest, and import blocks.

one metric during the error injection phase. The error models (recvfrom, EAGAIN, 0.252) and (recvfrom,
ECONNRESET, 0.05), have an impact on all of the four
selected metrics during the error injection phase. According
to the results, OpenEthereum is resilient to one error model,
which is (ioctl, ENOTTY, 0.05) with respect to metric
import_blocks.
This experiment has five main outcomes, with different
meanings for the Ethereum developers.
a) Crash (HN =X): The client directly crashes because
of the injected errors. This is considered as a severe case: this
means that an Ethereum node disappears from the distributed
consensus and validation process. As the client crashes, the
hypotheses HO and HR are left to be untested and are marked
as ‘-’ in Table III. For example, C HAOS ETH detects that
the GoEthereum client directly crashes when an EAGAIN
error code is injected on an invocation to the system call

1 ...
2 INFO Imported new block headers count=1 elapsed=11.648ms
number=13,389,783 hash=cb66be..2aca64
3 INFO State heal in progress accounts=40848@2.33MiB
slots=58892@4.41MiB codes=13426@114.16MiB
nodes=321,569,325@94.88GiB pending=165,847
4 CRIT Failed to persist healing data err="write
/data/eth-data/geth/chaindata/1321635.log: resource
temporarily unavailable"

Listing 1: Error information found in the GoEthereum client’s
logs when error model (write, EAGAIN, 0.139) is
activated.
write. Since error code EAGAIN in Linux means that the
target resource is temporarily unavailable, crashing is an overreaction, the client should consider implementing a classical
retry mechanism instead of crashing directly. Some crashes
are better than others in the sense that they leave debug
information for the Ethereum developers to understand what
happens. For example, GoEthereum logs an error message
before the client crashes because of a failure to persist data.
Listing 1 shows this log, in the critical message at the last
line. To sum up, C HAOS ETH is able to identify cases where
an Ethereum client crashes while proper recovery would be
preferable.
√
b) Invisible effect (HN = and HO =X): In some cases,
there is no visible effect detected during the error injection
phase. For example, the OpenEthereum chaos experiment
using error model (readv, EAGAIN, 0.6) reveals such
a situation. In this experiment, C HAOS ETH injects 52 system
call invocation errors to system call readv. During this error
injection phase, none of the four metrics have an abnormal
behavior. This indicates that the OpenEthereum client seems
to be functioning normally when a system call invocation
to readv returns an EAGAIN error code, which is good.
However, we cannot exclude that the client state is corrupted
in an invisible manner, because we do not have a provably perfect steady state oracle. Since C HAOS ETH does not
capture anything abnormal during the error injection phase,
the verification of hypothesis HR is skipped. Overall, the
presence of such invisible effect cases is good with respect to
consistency: if we would not perform steady state pre-checking
and observability hypothesis checking, developers may falsely
believe that the client state is valid according to the monitored
metrics.
√
√
c) Long-term effect (HN = , HO = and HR =X):
For some of the error models, the client under experiment
does not crash. However, during the error injection phase,
some metrics deviate from their steady state, and do not
recover after the given recovery phase. For instance, the experiment result of error model (sendto, EPIPE, 0.05)
in the OpenEthereum client belongs to this category. During the pre-check phase, the metrics import_blocks and
kvdb_write match the steady state, and are thus kept for
the subsequent phases. When the errors are injected, both
metrics vary significantly. Even after the error injection stops
and the recovery phase has passed, these two metrics are still
abnormal compared to the steady state. This means that either

it takes a longer time for the client to recover from the injected
errors, or that the injected errors lead the client to a stalled or
corrupted state. Overall, such cases show that C HAOS ETH
gives Ethereum developers insights about the timespan of
recovery for the clients.
√
√
√
d) Resilient case (HN = , HO = and HR = ): Certain
error models do not crash the client and also cause visible effects on the metrics. After the error injection stops,
the monitoring metrics recover to their steady state. This
indicates that the target client is equipped with a graceful
error-handling mechanism that brings the client back to normal after errors. For example, during the chaos engineering
experiment using error model (read, EAGAIN, 0.597)
in the GoEthereum client, the injected errors do not crash
the client, thus the HN hypothesis holds. During the error
injection phase, the metric memory_used no longer matches
the steady state. When the error injection stops, the client’s behavior related to memory usage is restored during the recovery
phase. During the validation phase, C HAOS ETH checks the
metric again and confirms that memory_used has recovered
to its steady state. By looking at the client logs, we indeed
confirm that the client has resumed downloading, sharing and
verifying Ethereum blocks. Overall, C HAOS ETH increases the
trust that developers have about specific resilience scenarios.
Answer to RQ2
C HAOS ETH successfully conducts 12 and 10 different chaos
engineering experiments respectively on the GoEthereum
and the OpenEthereum clients, in production. This experimental campaign shows that the clients have different
degrees of resilience with respect to system call invocation
errors, which will be further discussed in Section IV-D3.
C HAOS ETH demonstrates that the clients crash under errors
that are recoverable in theory. Since clients may crash
concomitantly, this is a threat to the consensus and resilience
properties of the Ethereum blockchain network from a systemic perspective. C HAOS ETH gives valuable insights about
resilience structured around well-defined chaos engineering
hypotheses.
3) Benchmarking Ethereum Clients: We cannot strictly
compare the considered clients in RQ2, because the error
models are different. To overcome this, we have introduced
in Section IV-C3 the idea of testing the clients under a
meaningful common error model. C HAOS ETH identifies 5
common error models for the selected clients. The results of
this resilience benchmarking experiment are summarized in
Table IV. Each row in the table presents the verification of the
three hypotheses for both clients, according to a monitoring
metric. Only the metrics that pass the pre-check phase are
presented in the table. This table is interesting in the following
three aspects.
First of all, regarding the HN hypothesis (absence of
crash), the results show that both the GoEthereum client
and the OpenEthereum client are crashed by different specific error models. The GoEthereum client is crashed by

TABLE IV: Resilience Benchmarking Experiment Results (The metrics that do not pass the pre-check are excluded)
Syscall

Common Error Model
Error Code
Error Rate

Injection Count

GoEthereum
Metric

HO

HR

Injection Count

X

-

459

accept4

EAGAIN

0.6

501

futex

EAGAIN

0.05

2

-

X

-

-

176

futex

ETIMEDOUT

0.05

3

-

X

-

-

12

read

EAGAIN

0.597

184

√
√

√
√

recvfrom

EAGAIN

0.6

619

disk read

HN
√

disk read
memory used
memory used

futex system call invocation errors including error codes
EAGAIN and ETIMEDOUT. In contrast, these errors do
not lead the OpenEthereum client to a crash. However,
the OpenEthereum client crashes with error model (read,
EAGAIN, 0.597), after handling 7930 injected errors.
Given the same error model, the GoEthereum client does
not produce any crash. Overall, there is no client which is
absolutely more robust than the other with respect to crashing.
Second, focusing on the HO hypothesis (observability),
both metrics in the GoEthereum client (disk_read and
memory_used) deviate from their steady state when error model (read, EAGAIN, 0.597) is applied. This
is evidence that the metrics capture the client’s internal
state. For all the experiments on the OpenEthereum client,
C HAOS ETH never observes any visible effect on 2 metrics
(sync_highest and sync_received), suggesting that
they are not useful. For the other 2 metrics, when error
model (recvfrom, EAGAIN, 0.6) is used, C HAOS ETH
confirms that the injected errors cause a visible effect on both
import_blocks and kvdb_write. This shows that fault
injection is great to deepen our understanding of the quality
of monitoring.
Third, considering the HR hypothesis, C HAOS ETH successfully identifies resilient cases for the two Ethereum clients.
C HAOS ETH shows that the GoEthereum client is resilient
to error model (read, EAGAIN, 0.597) with respect
to metric disk_read, while OpenEthereum crashes with
the same model. Now consider error model (recvfrom,
EAGAIN, 0.6), there is no crash in any client, yet the
resilience characteristics are different. On the one hand,
resilience cannot be proven for GoEthereum because HO
is falsified. On the other hand, for OpenEthereum, metric
kvdb_write verifies HR while import_blocks, does
not, which prevents us from drawing a clear-cut conclusion
about resilience. As opposed to toy examples with perfect
oracles, assessing behavior of real-world software through
monitoring yields multiple shades of resilience.

√

X

√

OpenEthereum
Metric
HN
√
import blocks
√
kvdb write
√
sync highest
√
sync recieved
√
import blocks
√
kvdb write
√
import blocks
√
kvdb write
√
sync highest
√
sync recieved

7930

-

5402

import blocks
kvdb write

HO

HR

X
X
X
X

-

X
X

-

X
X
X
X

-

X

-

-

√
√

√
√

X
√

X
-

Answer to RQ3
C HAOS ETH identifies 5 common error models for resilience
benchmarking. The results show that neither of the clients
is consistently more resilient than the other. For futex
system call invocation errors, the GoEthereum client crashes
directly. When injecting EAGAIN errors in system call
invocations to read, the OpenEthereum client crashes. In
both cases, given the nature of the injected errors (EAGAIN
and ETIMEDOUT), the clients could implement a retry mechanism for better resilience. The fact that there is no common
crash mode is good news from a systemic perspective: since
the network uses both clients in production, the risk that the
Ethereum blockchain network suffers from a single software
problem is low. This is well aligned with a recommendation
from the Ethereum community: encouraging a diversity of
Ethereum clients [3].
V. D ISCUSSION
A. Threats to Validity
During a steady state analysis experiment, a set of statistically stable metrics needs to be identified. As a threat
to the internal validity, the selection criterion is based on
a Mann–Whitney U test. The threshold of p-value, or applying another statistical comparison methods would impact
the selection result and the outcome of the subsequent chaos
engineering experiment.
A threat to the construct validity is that, in the chaos
engineering experiment, errors are injected by replacing a
successful return code of a system call with an error return
code according to a pre-defined error model. However, the
system call itself is still executed, potentially modifying the
program’s state as originally intended. It is possible that
abnormal behavior observed under error injection is due to the
inconsistency between the returned error code and the internal
state of the program, and not to the returned error code alone.
B. Experimental Costs
As introduced in Section IV-C, C HAOS ETH waits for an
Ethereum client to be fully synchronized with other peers on

the network. This is because the synchronization of existing
blocks only happens at the beginning of an Ethereum client’s
life cycle, while C HAOS ETH aims at evaluating a client’s
resilience in its most common use case. This on the other
hand brings some extra experimental costs related to time
and computational resources. For clients GoEthereum and
OpenEthereum, it takes around 4 days for the clients to be
fully synced using a standard D2s v3 (2 vCPUs, 8 GiB RAM)
instance on Microsoft Azure. Both of these two clients require
at least 450 GB disk storage to save the existing blocks in their
default synchronization modes.
C. Applicability to Other Ethereum Clients
As C HAOS ETH does chaos engineering experiments at the
system call invocation level, theoretically any Ethereum client
implementation that runs on top of a Linux operating system
can be evaluated by C HAOS ETH. As long as the operating
system has the eBPF module installed, C HAOS ETH is able to
monitor the system call invocations and inject specific errors.
No specific changes (in configuration, for instance) of an
Ethereum client are required for attaching C HAOS ETH to the
client.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
A. Blockchain Dependability
There are several surveys that focus on different directions
of research on blockchain systems. For example, Huang et al.
[31] conducted a survey of the state-of-the-art on blockchains
including the theories, modelings, and tools. Fan et al. [24]
presented a survey that focuses on performance evaluation of
blockchain systems. Chen et al. [17] and Want et al. [53]
conducted surveys on Ethereum systems security including
vulnerabilities, attacks, defenses, and future research opportunities. Atzei et al. [12] also conducted a survey specifically
on the attacks on Ethereum smart contracts. Based on these
surveys, we notice that there is limited amount of research on
using fault injection techniques to evaluate the reliability of
blockchain systems. Most of the recent works on this direction
is mainly about fuzzing smart contracts rather than perturbing
the runtime environment of an Ethereum node, as is done by
C HAOS ETH.
Regarding performance, the existing research works focus
on different levels, including EVM opcode level [5], [7],
smart contract level [6], consensus algorithms level [4], [29],
blockchain system level [9], [10], [20]–[22], and blockchainbased application level [51]. Compared with these works,
C HAOS ETH does not focus on performance evaluation of
blockchain systems. Instead, performance-related metrics such
as memory usage are used by C HAOS ETH to evaluate the
side effects caused by system call invocation errors. The
most related work is done by Dinh et al. [22] who invented
BlockBench, a framework that evaluates a private blockchain’s
performance using its throughput, latency, scalability, and
fault-tolerance capability as indicators. BlockBench investigates how Byzantine failures affect a blockchain system’s
throughput and latency by crashing some nodes, injecting

network delays, and corrupting messages among different
nodes. Compared with BlockBench, C HAOS ETH assesses a
blockchain client using a public blockchain network, which
means developers do not need to have the full control of
the whole decentralized system. The failure models are also
different between these two works.
Regarding reliability analysis and improvement, Seol et al.
[42] implemented a blockchain analytics engine for assessing
the dependability of off-chain file systems. Sousa et al. [45]
designed a Byzantine fault-tolerant ordering service for Hyperledger Fabric. Zhang et al. [61] designed LedgerGuard, a
mechanism that keeps the integrity of a ledger via corrupted
blocks detection and recovery. Liu et al. [37] proposed an
evaluation methodology that applies a continuous-time Markov
chain model for blockchain-based IoT applications. It has
been proposed to use modeling techniques to study blockchain
reliability. For instance, Melo et al. [38] proposed a modeling methodology that evaluates reliability and availability
of a blockchain-as-a-service environment. Kancharla et al.
[34], [35] applied simulation methods to demonstrate the
dependability of the proposed hybrid blockchain and slim
blockchain. González et al. [27] categorized different fault
injection techniques and discussed the possibilities to apply
them in blockchain-based applications resilience assessment.
Instead of using simulations or focusing on blockchain-based
applications, C HAOS ETH uses real Internet traffic to assess
the resilience of Ethereum clients in production.
Regarding security, Correas et al. [19] presented a static
profiling technique for Ethereum smart contracts that generate
upper-bound expressions that can be used to produce profiling
information. Alkhalifah et al. [8] discussed the root cause of
Ethereum reentrancy attacks and proposed a solution which
can detect, prevent, and identify the account address of an
attacker during the execution of a smart contract. Ashraf et al.
[11] presented GasFuzzer, a tool that fuzzes Ethereum smart
contract binaries to expose gas-oriented exception security vulnerabilities. Fu et al. [26] designed EVMFuzzer, a framework
that generates seed contracts via a set of predefined mutators
to find security bugs in different EVM implementations. Hajdu
et al. [28] proposed an approach that assesses the behavior of
permissioned blockchain systems by injecting faults into smart
contracts. Wang et al. [52] invented ContraMaster, an oraclesupported fuzzing tool that detects exploitable vulnerabilities
in smart contracts. Zhang et al. [60] presented TxSpector,
a generic and logic-driven framework for detecting attacks
in Ethereum transactions at the bytecode level. There is
also research about how to utilize the security feature of a
blockchain system to address other domain-specific problems.
For instance, Wu et al. [56] designed BlockEdge, a blockchainpowered framework that delivers trusted collaborative edge
computing services. Du et al. [23] presented a storage auditing
design that improves both security and the overall efficiency
by using the blockchain paradigm. The most related work is
done by Aumasson et al. [13] who comprehensively reviewed
four Ethereum Beacon clients from a security perspective.
Their work consists of a benchmarking methodology as all

of the four clients are evaluated using the same set of security
problems. However it is different from this paper because
C HAOS ETH focuses on resilience benchmarking instead of
security.
Moreover, none of these solutions support the specification
and execution of experiments directly in a production-like
environment. None of the approaches focus on exploring
the impact of an unstable operating system on an Ethereum
client. C HAOS ETH provides a systematic way for developers
to learn how their Ethereum client implementations react to
different system call invocation errors in production. Thanks
to C HAOS ETH, developers acquire knowledge to enhance the
client’s error handling capabilities.
B. Chaos Engineering
Basiri et al. [14] presented the principles of chaos engineering in 2016. The earliest known chaos engineering
tool is called the ‘Chaos Monkey’ [14], which has never
been deployed to Ethereum, as opposed to the ‘Bored Ape’
[2]. Zhang et al. [58] designed ChaosMachine, a tool that
conducts chaos engineering experiments at the try-catch level
for Java applications. Jernberg et al. [33] designed a chaos
engineering framework based on the literature and a tool
survey, and validated the framework in a real commercial
web system. Simonsson et al. [43] proposed ChaosOrca, a
chaos engineering system that injects system call errors for
dockerized applications. Hernández-Serrato et al. [30] discussed the possibilities to apply machine learning techniques
for improving chaos engineering experiments. Ikeuchi et al.
[32] proposed a framework for learning a recovery policy
using deep reinforcement learning and chaos engineering
techniques. Chaos engineering is also applicable in the field
of security. Torkura et al. [50] proposed CloudStrike, a tool
that focuses on injecting failures which impact security i.e.
integrity, confidentiality and availability. Regarding human
factors in chaos enginering, Canonico et al. [16] discussed
what aspects of AI would be used to make a system more
resilient to perturbations and the results of these findings
against existing chaos engineering approaches.
The most related work that combines chaos engineering
and blockchains is by Sondhi et al. [44]. They apply chaos
engineering to evaluate the performance of different consensus algorithms in permissioned blockchains. The perturbation models were designed for representing network failures
and message corruptions. In comparison, C HAOS ETH injects
realistic errors at the level of system call invocations. The
perturbations simulate an unstable operating system, which is
not researched by the previous related works.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel chaos engineering framework called C HAOS ETH which actively injects system call
invocation errors into Ethereum client implementations to
assess their resilience in production. Our experiments show
that C HAOS ETH is effective to detect the error-handling
weaknesses and strengths ranging from direct crashes to

full resilience in the two most popular Ethereum clients,
GoEthereum and OpenEthereum. As a direction for future
research, it would be promising to investigate the multiple
levels for resilience improvement in an Ethereum client: at
the operating system level, at the level of standard libraries,
and in the client’s code.
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